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THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF JT-4
OF FLUORINE AND OXYGEN AS
FUEL WITH A 70-30 MIXTURE
A ROCKET PROPIZLIANT
II - EQ~ COMPOSITION
By Sanford Gordon and Vearl N. Huff
Theoretical rocket performance assuming equilibrium composition
during expansion was calculated for JT-4 fuel with an oxidant contain-
ing 70.37 percent liquid fluorine and 29.63 percent liquid oxygen by
weight (fluorine-to-oxygenatom ratio of 2). lkta were calculated for
two chsmber pressures @ several pressure ratios and oxidant-fuel
ratios.
The parameters included are specific impulse, ccaibustion-chsmber
temperature, nozzle-exit temperature, molecular weight, molecular-weight
derivative, characteristic velocity, coefficient of thrust, ratio of
nozzle-exit area to throat area, specific heat at constant pressure,
isentropic exponent, coefficient of viscosity, and coefficient of thermal
conductivity. A correlation is given for the effect of chamber pressure
on several of the parameters.
The maximum values of specific impulse for chamber pressures of 600
and 300 pounds per square inch absolute with an exit pressure of 1 at-
mosphere were 325.7 and 298.8 pound-seconds per pound, respectively.
A method for obtaining specific impulse for JT-4 fuel with 0F2 and
03-F2 mixtures is given.
INTRODUCTION
Mixtures of liquid fluorine and liqtid o~gen with JT-4 fuel have
been considered recently as possible high-energy rocket propellants
(refs. lto 5). Better performance may be obtained frcm hydrocarbon
fuels with certain fluorine-oxygen mixtures than with either 100 percent
fluorine or oxygen. The reason for this is that fluorine burns prefer-
entially with hydrogen, and oxygen with carbon,. This is fortunate in
. _——_—_.—._.— __ ____ ___ ._._.
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s
that the alternative formation of water instead of hydrogen fluoride 6
would have led to 10W= combustion temperatures, and the formation of
carbon tetrafluoqde instead of carbon monotide would have led to higher
molecular weight. The result would then have been a lower ratio of tem- ‘,
perature to molecular weight with a correspondingly lower performance.
According to data in reference 6, the optimum oxidant mixture with
JP-4 fuel is about 70 percent fluorine and 30 percent oxygen by weight.
AdMtional data were computed for ill?-4fuel with an oxidant containing
70.37 percent fluorine and 29.53 percent o~gen by weight (fluorine-to- E
o~gen atcaoratio of 2) for both frozen and equilibrium compositions
during expansion. These data, which cover a wide-range of oxidant-fuel
ratios and pressure ratios, were calctited to ~d h ro~et desi~ ~d
for comparison with experimental results.
The data for frozen composition during expansion are reported in
reference 7. The subject report presents the dab obtained for two
chamber pressures on the basis of equilibrium composition during qan-
sion. A correlation is given which permits the determination of sme-
cific impulse, characteristic veloci~y ratio of nozzle--t
throat area, combusti~-chamber temperat~e~ =d nozzle--t
for a wide range of chamber pressures. An equation is given
















nozzle area, sq in.
local velocity of sound (velocity of flow at throat), ft/sec
coefficient of thrust, CF = gcI/c* = F/pcAt
molar specific heat at cons-t pressuxe, cal/(mole)(OK)


























sum of sensible enthalpy and chemical
sum of sensible enthalpy and chemical
—
energy, cal/mole
energy per unit mass,
specific impulse, lb force-see/lb mass









(avspecific-impulse exponent for fixed pressure ratio, _ Pcip





area-ratio exponent for fixed pressure ratio,
()m Pc/P
oxidant-to-fuel weight ratio
pressure (sum of partial pressures], lb/sq
partial pressure, lb/sq in. -
universal.gas constant (consistent units)
equivalence ratio, ratio of four times the
plus the nwiber of hydrogen atoms to two




times the number of
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ratio of nozzle areato throat area, A/~
coefficient of viscosi_&, yoises = g/(a)(s=)
()
bInM
~ ~, partial derivative of logsxithm of molecular weight





i product of canbustion includ3ng both gaseous and solid phases
d gaseous prduct of combustion
k solid product of ccmibustion(graphite)
o conditions at 0° K
P constant pressure










MWULATION OF PERFORhfANm DATA
Performance da,% were obtained for two chamber prem-s for a
range al?equivalence ratios and pressure mtios. 5ese data were cal-
culated assuming equilibrium composition during ecpansion.
The computations were carried out by means of the method described
in reference 8 with modifications to adapt it for use with an IBM card-
programmed electronic calculator. The machine was operated with
floating-decimal-pointnotation and eight significant figures. The suc-
cessive approximation process used in the calculations was continued
until seven-figure accuracy was reached in the desired values of the
assigned parameters (mass balance and pressure or entropy).
Assumptions
The calculations were based on the folJadng usual assumptions:
perfect gas law, adiabatic combustion at constant pressure, isentropic
expansion,.no friction, homogeneous midng, and one-~ensional flow.
The products of combustion were assmed to be graphite and the following
ideal.gases: atomic carbon C, carbon monofluoride CF, carbon difluoride
CFZ, carbon trifluoride CF3, carbon tetrafluoride CF4, difluoroacetylene
C2F2, methane CH4, carbon motide CO, carbon dioxbie C02, atomic
fluorine F, fluorine F2, atomic hydrogen H, hydrogen H2, hydrogen
fluoride HF, water H20, atomic oxygen 0, axygen OZ, and the hydroxyl .
radical OH. The cdmstion productB ae asswed to be completely ex-
panded within the exit nozzle; that is, exit pressure equals ambient
pressure.
The graphite was assumed to be finely divided and in temperature
and velocity equilibrium with the gases during the flow process.
Mtial Data
Thermodynamic data. - The thermodynsnic data for alIlccmibustion
products except graphite, methane, the fluorocarbaus, and water were
taken frcm reference 8. Data for graphite were &k& fram reference 9,
for carbon monofluoride from reference 10, for the remainder of the
fluorocarbons from reference 11, and for water frcm reference 12. Data
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appro-tion using spectroscopic data from reference 13. The base used
in this report for assigning absolute values to enthalpy is the same as
that in reference 8.
The dissociation ener~ of fluorine was taken to be 35.6 kilocal-
ories yer mole, and the heat of sublimation of graphite at 298_16° K
was taken to be 171.698 kilocalories per mole (ref. 14). The heat of
solution of oxygen and fluorine was taken to be zero.
Physical and thermochemical data. - The properties of the fuel used
in these calculations are _&ypicalof the JT-4 fuel deLLvered to the Lewis ~
labomtory over a period of 2 years. The JT-4 fuel was assumed to have
a hydrogen-to-carbon weight ratio of 0.163 (atom ratio of 1.942), a lower
heat of combustion value of 18,640 Btu per pound, and a specific gravity
of 0.769. Additional properties of Jet fuels msy be found in refer-
ence 15.
The oxidant used in these calculations is a mixture of lAquid fluo-
rine and liqtid qgen. The heat of solution of this mixture was neg-
lected. Several properties @ the &dants taken from references 8, 14,
.
16, and 17 are listed in table I.
.
Viscosiq data. - The viscosi~ data for the individual cmibustion
products were either taken fran the literature when available, or esti-
mated. The viscosities of F, H, H2, and ~ are given in reference 18.
The viscosities of the remaininn s~stances except ~0 were calculated
using shilar techniques. The viscosity of H20 was obtained from a
modified Sutherland equation (ref. 19).
Ccmuxcbationof CcmibustionConditions
A cmbustion pressure was assigned (300 or 600 lb/sq in. abs). At
this assigned pressure, the equilibrium composition 4,, enthalpy h
(including both chemical and sensible energy), and entropy s were de-
termined for three tqeratures at 100° K intervals. The temperatures
were chosen to band the value of enthalpy for the propellant mixture hc.
The formulas used to calculate h and s are
q %.(s?), 1=98718 ~ P@(P#4=696)
s









three-~oint interpolation of composition
& was obtained




Eutropy Sc& corresponding to ~ was obtained by means of a three-
point - three-slope interpolation of s as a function of h. The slope
was obtained by means of the thermodynamic relation
()&p=* (3)
It is convenient to treat the products of ccmibustion(sometimes a.
mixture of solid graphite snd ideal gases) as a single homogeneous fluid.
Therefore, the molecular
fined as the weight of a
dividedby the number of
weight of the conitmstionproducts M is de-
sample ~including gases and solid ~phite)
moles of gas, as given by the formula
M= ~
1 - nk
This value of M is suitable for use
(4)
in the gas law
(5)
provided the solid phase is included in the density. Such a fluid will
exhibit ideal properties as long as the volume of the gases is large
with respect to the volume of the solid phase. The procedure is also
consistent with the assbption that the solid particles are small enough
to be considered gas molecules of extremely large molecular weight.
Computation of Exit Conditions
Calculation of parameters at assigned temperatures. - Exit temper-
atures were selected at 200°, 300°, or 400° K intervals to cover the
range of pressure ratios from 1 to 1500. At these selected temperatures,
the following data were computed assmdng isentropic expansion and equi-
librium composition: pressure, enthalpy, molecular weight, molecular-
weight derivative, isentropic exponent, specific heat at constant pres-
sure, viscosity, thermal conductivity, nozzle-area ratio, coefficient
of thrust, and specific hpulse.
Interpolation of throat pressure. - A cubic equation in terms of
. In P was derived frm the following function and its first derivative
using the data at two assigned temperatures:
.— ——— —
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( ho)function, f1=Jnf2=ln#+ ~-=
df~ Tfirst derivative> ~ = —2Mf2( )
r+ l+&
(V~ues for dy/d in P were found by a numerical method.)
The two temperatures were selected to band the throat tempe~ture. g
5e pressure at the throat was found by interpolating in P as a func-
tion of f~ for the point fl = in (I@ - ~/R). At this point the
velocity of flow equals the velocity cf sound.
Interpolation of enthal.py.- Enthalpies were interpolated for a
series of pressures including the throat pressure by mesns of quartic
equations in terms of ~ P. Each of the quartic equations used was
derived frmn data at two successive assigned t~eratures and used to
intqolste those points within the tempemture interval. The data used .
in forming each quartic were the following function at one of the as-
si~ed temperatures and its first and second derivatives at both as-
signed temperatures: .
function, f3 = *




second derivative, — = - —
(din P)2 M T
hterp Olation of temperature. - Z=tieS were interpolated for
a series of pressures including the throat pressure by means of cubic
equations in terns of In P. lkmh of the cubic equations used was de-
rived frm data at two successim? assigned temperatures and used to in-
teqolate those points within the temperature interval. The data used
in forming each cubic were the following function and its derivative at
both assigned temperatures:
function, f4 = In T




Interpolation of molecular weight. - Molecular weights were inter-
pokted similarly to temperatures using the following function and
derivative:
fUILCtiOKl, f6 = h M
Interpolation of specific heat, isentropic exponent, and molecular-
weight derivative. - Specific heats were interpolated for a series of
pressures including the throat pressure by means of cubic equations in
terms of lnP. Each of the cubic equations used was derived from values
of specific heat for four successive temperatures and used to interpolate
those points within the interval of the two middle temperatures. Isen-
tropic exponents and molecular-weight derivatives were interpolated in a
manner similar to that for specific heats.
Accuracy of interpolation. - The errors due to interpolation were
checked for several cases. The values presented for enthalpy, entropy,
and specific impulse appear to be correctly computed to all figures tab-
ulated. The temperature and molecular weight may in some cases be in
error by a few figures in the last place tabulated. The derivatives may,
in regions where they are changing rapidly, be in error by a few percent.
However, because of uncertainties in thermodynamic data used, all values





used in computing the various performance parameters
lb force-see/lb mass
J-hc-e1 = 294.98 1000






















Ratio of nozzle area to throat area
--$’-~_Aw~w
Specific heat at constant pressure, cal/(g)(%)
%? =($)P=&
where ~ is given by equation (37) of reference 8.
Isentropic exponent
(’vT=* a2M‘Ts
where a2 is given by equation (32) of reference 8.
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.
Coefficient of thermal conductivity,
(
k=u~ (16)
* The values of viscosity and thermal conductivity for mixtures of
combustion gases calculated by means of equations (14) and (16) are only
approximate. When more reliable transport properties for the various
products of combustion become available, a more rigorous procedure for
computing the properties of mixtures may also be justified. When so~d
graptite was present
equation (14).
among the canbustion products, it was omitted from
THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
Tables
s!. The calculated values of the performance parameters and equilibrium
)1 composition of the cmibustion products are given in tsbles II to VII.
z The properties of gases in the combustion chamber and the characteristic
>. velocity are given in table II for each chaniberpressure and equivalence
ratio. Table III presents the values of performance parameters at as-
signed tempemtures and constant entropy. These values were computed
ddrectl.yand used to interpolate properties for assigned pressure ratios.
The values of viscosity and thermal conductivity of the mixture are also
given in this table as functions of taperature. The performance parame-
ters for small pressure ratios from 1 to 8 are given in table IV. These
properties permit computations within the rocket nozzle and for finite
ccmibustion-chamberdismeters. An example for this latter application is
given in reference 20. Properties at the throat maybe found where
6 = 1.000. The values adjacent to the throat correspond to pressures
1.2 and 0.!3times the throat pressure.
The performance pammeters for pressure ratios frcmu10 to 1500 are
given in table V. This table gives sufficient data to permit interpo-
lation of complete data for auy pressure ratio within the range tabu-
kted.
The performance parameters sre sumarized in table VI for expansion
from chamber pressure to 1 atmosphere. The maximum values calculated
for specific impulse for chamber pressures of 600 and 300 pounds per
square inch absolute are 325.7 and 298.8, respectively, at 20.71 percent
fuel by weight.
.
This mixture corresponds closely to the chemica~ cor-
rect mixture for the formation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen fluoride.
!EableVII presents the composition of the conibustionproducts at
the combustion temperature and various assigned temperatures at constant
entropy.
———— — — — — ...—-
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The ~erformance parameters are
pressures of 600 and 300 pounds per
Curves of specific impulse are
ratios from 10 to 1500 as functions
value of specific impulse occurs at
pressure ratios. The exponent nl
plotted
4
h figures 1 to 6 for chamber
square inch absolute.
presented in figure 1 for pressure
of weight percent fuel. The maxbnum
about 21 weight percent fuel for all
iS dSO shown.
Curves of combustion-chanberand nozzle-eSt temperature for pres-
sure ratios from 10 to 1500 are plotted in figure 2 as functions of
weiglhtpercent fuel. The exponent q is also shown.
Curves of the ratio of nozzle srea to throat area are plotted in
figure 3 for pressure ratios from 10 to 1500 as functions of weight per-
cent fuel. The exponent n= is also shown.
Figures 4 and 5 give the curves for coefficient of thrust and mo-
lecular weight, respectively, for pressure ratios from 10 to 1500 as
#
functions of weight percent fuel.
.
13.gure6 presents curves of characteristicvelocity as functions of
weight percent fuel. Also shown is the exponent R&.
The theoretical calculations of equilibrium composition in the com-
bustion chard)ershowed that solid graphite was not present for the
equivalence ratios of 1 to 1.6 (weight percent fuel, 14.83 to 21.79)
and was present for equivalence ratios of 1.75 to 4.00 (weight percent
fuel, 23.35 to 41.05). The appearance of solid gapbite and carbon-
fluorine compounds affected the values of the thermodynamic parameters
and resulted in a break in the performance data in the region of 23
weight percent fuel. This break in the performance data is apparent in
figures 1 to 6.
Effect of Assuming frozen or Eqtilib@um Composition
The assumption of whether the composition remains constant during
the expansion process (frozen) or is in continuous equilibrium affects
the value of the performance parameters. A comparison is given in fig-
ure 7 between the values of syectiic impulse assuming eqdlibrium com-
position {this report) and frozen composition (ref. 7). The maximum
value of specific impulse for a chanber pressure of 600 pounds per square .
inch absolute (40.83 atzn)and an exit pressure of 1 atmosphere is 325.7
for equilibrium composition and 301.1 for frozen composition, a differ-
ence of 8.2 percent. The maximum specific impulse occurs at about 21 .
percent fuel by weight for both equilibrium and frozen compositions.
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. An example of the large effect of change of composition on specific
heat and isentropic exponent is given in figures 8(a) and (b). For the
stoichiometric equivalence ratio, the value for specific heat assuming
equilibrium composition is, at about 2000° K, over 10 tties the value
assuming frozen composition. This large difference is due primarily to
the rate of chsnge of composition with temperature and only relatively
little to the difference in composition. The value for isentropic ex-
ponent at about 1600° K is 25 percent greater for frozen composition
than for equilibrium composition.
Chamber-PressureEffect
~use of suitable derivatives, performance parameters canbe esti-
mated Wth good accuracy at chamber pressures other than those given in
this report. Derivatives which permit the calculation of I, T, e, and
C* at various chamber pressures for fixed pressure ratios and equiva-
lence ratios were obtained from the following eqyations:
‘=(HL’C,P‘(5%+*
(v‘6 =*pc/p=(nA/w)e- (nA/w)t





These equations, which were derived analytically from thermodynamic
relations, are valid only for chemical equilibrium during expansion.























where I?c,l may be selected to be either 300 or 600 pounds per square
inch absolute, provided that 11, Tl, ~1, cl, and their derivatives are
the corresponding values for the chamber pressure selected.
The derivatives obtained by means of equations (17) to (20) are
shown in tables II to V and are plotted in figures 1, 2, 3, and 6.
To iIlmstrate the use of these derivatives, supyose it is desired
to obtain the value of specific impulse for a chamber pressure of 450
pounds per square inch absolute and a pressure ratio of 30.62 (@t
pressure, 1 ah) for an equivalence ratio
cent fuel). Ftrcmfigure l(a) or table V,
sure ratio and equivalence ratio (but for
lb/sq in. abs) is 316.0 and the value of
r of 1.5 (20.71 weight per-
the value of I at this pres-
a chamber pressure of 600










the parameters obtained by means of the chamber-pressure
by a direct calculation for two examples is given in the
(r =1.5 (20.71 weight percent fuel)):
-~----”’ ““













































It is expected that values estimated for otier e@~lence ratios
and pressure ~atios for any chmiber pressure from about 150 to 1200
pounds per square inch absolute will have smaLl errors in the order of
magnitude shown in the previous table. A possible exception might occur
when the value of the exponent is changing rapidly such as in the re@on
where solid graphite first appears.
Estimated Performance of Jl?-4Fuel with Ozone-Iluorine
Mixtures or with Oxygen Bifluoride
The performance of other propellants having the same atm ratios
as the propellant in this report, but with a difference in the heat con-
tent of the propellants or combustion products, may be estimated fran
the following equation (ref. 21):
12= I~+BAhc+C(Ahc)2
where A& is the change in the heat content,
()B= 87.0132 1-2 Tc 1
C=-($)J’&-till
(25)
and the subscript 1 indicates the values of the pszameters before the
change is made. Inasmuch as the data in this report are for an oxidant
with a fluorine-to-oxygen atom ratio of 2, then equation (25) is appli-
cable to a fluorine-ozonemixture having this.same atom ratio or to
mgen bifluoride.
—..— —
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For example, assume that the performance is desired for ~-4 fuel .
with liquid oxygen bifluoride at an equivalence ratio of 1.5, a combus-
tion pressure of 600 pounds per square inch.absolute, and a pressure
ratio of 40. The reaction may be written
.
CH10942 + 0.9903 0F2
Ikom reference 8, the difference in heat content between 0F2 and
~02+F2 is 5844.3 calories per mole of oxygen bifluoride. Therefore,
g
@ is 85.15 calories per gram of propellant (fuel plus oxidant).


















= 105)625 + 2829 - 57 = 108,397
I = 329.24
with a value of 329.34 obtained by a direct calculation. .
(25) was used to obtain specific impulse at several equiv-






containing 70.37 percent fluorine and 29.53 percent ozone by




The derivatives“ofthe fundamental thermodynamic quantities have
many useful ap_@icatias. Equations (21) to (25) are examples of these
applications.
All the relations between the first derivatives may be expressed
in terms of three arbitrary first derivatives in addition to the funda-
mental quantities (ref. 22). Reference 22 presents a convenient scheme
for expressing .aU first derivatives in terms of (&@T)p, (&@P)T, and
(bh~T)P = ~. h order to make use of the tables in reference 22,
@v@T)P and (bv/bP)T can be obtained from the dEta in ~s re~ort by
means of the following equations:







which result from using the dimensions assigned-to the other variables
in this report are (cfi)(sq in.)/(g)(lb for~e). For certain applica-
tions involving these derivatives, the dimensions of v are unimportant
inasmuch as they will cancel. However, a conversim factor may be used
when it is desired to obtain any other dimension for v. For examole.
l(cal)(sq in.)/(g)(lb force) eq&ls 606.84 cu cm/g.
SUMMARY OF FW3ULTS
A theoretical investigation of the performance
oxidant containing 70.37 percent fluorine and 29.63
. .
of JT-4 fuel with an
percent oxygen by
—
weight was made for the following conditions: (1) equivalence ratios
from 1 to 4, (2) chamber pressures of 300 and 600 pounds per square
inch, (3) pressure ratios frm 1 to 1500, and (4) equi~brium composi-
tion during expansion.
.- .— ..— — .—— ——— _ —
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The results of the investigation are as follows:
1. The maximum values of specific @tie for chamber pressures of
600 and 300 pounds per square inch absolute (40.83 and 20.41 atm) and
an e&t pressure of 1 atmosphere were 325.7 and 298.8, respectively.
2. Data are presented that permit interpolation of complete perform-
ance data for equivalence ratios from 1 to 4, chamber pressures from 150
to 1200 paunds per square inch absolute, and pressure ratios up to 1500.
3. A method for obtaining specific impulse for JP-4 fuel with 0F2 and
03-F2 mixtures is given.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Cammitiee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, June 6, 1956
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.
TABLE I. - PROPER!lID2SOF LIQUID OXDAN’IS
Properties Oxygen, Fluorine,
02 F2
Molecular weight, M 32.00 38.00
Density, g~cc al l 1415 %.54
Freezing point, ‘c C-218.76 C-217.96
Boiling point, ‘C C-182.97 C-187.92
Enthalpy required to convert
liquid at boiling point”to





aAt -182.0° C; ref. 16.
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TABLE II. - THERMollwc PRoPER!rIm OF GA3ES IN CWEJS!MON oHAMBBR mRJP-4FuEL w.ITHoxmANT
CO~ 70.37 PERCENT FWOFUME AND 29.63 PER- OXYGEN BY WEIGHT
Jquiva- Percent oxiaant- Tem- Temper- Molec- En- Entropy, specific IEen- Chmacter- charac-
.ence fuel by to-fuel pera- ature Uler thalpy, heat, tropic- iBtic- teris-
,atio, weight weight ture, expo- Weigllt, h, 2 velocity






n nt, veloc -
o/f OK q





(b) (b) (b) (b)
Combustion-chmber pressure, 6W lb/sq in. abs
1.00 14.83 5.743 4007 0.0351 22,7A 2592.0 2.5230 0,869 1.196 0.0102 6203
1.40 19.60 4 l 102 4464 .0428 21.20 3064.9 2.6853 1.306 1.171 .0125 6757
1.50 20.71 3.829 4479 .C431 20.95 3175.0 2.7138 1.357 1.7.69 .0126 6814
1.60 21.79 3.589’ 4396 .0426 20.97 3282.1 2.7302 1.351 1.167 .0126 6749
2.50 30.33 2.297 3898 .0X18 20.41 4128.8 2.8100 1.017 1.3-72 .CK376 6-420
Ccaubustion-chember pressure, 300 lb/sq in. abs
1000 14.83 5.743 3910 0.0358 22.10 2592.0 2.5851 0,924 1.190 0.0109 6157
1.25 17.87 4.595 4238 .0411 21.45 2893.9 2.6959 1.251 1.171 .0121 6543
1.40 19.60 4.102 4332 .0437 21.03 3064.9 2.7505 1.449 1.164 .0131 6697
1.50 20.71 3.829 4346 .0439 20.78 3175.0 2.7798 1.507 1.162 .0133 6753
1.60 21.79 3.589 4267 .04?42 20.80 3282.1 2.7962 1.479 1.164 .0129 6691
1.75 23.35 3.282 4163 .0391 20.,75 3437.3 2.8146 1.641 1.141 .011.1 6667
2.al 25.83 2.872 4067 .0362 20.55 3682.7 2.8399 1*494 1.143 ,9103 6594
2.50 30.53 2.297 3813 .0332 20.26 4128.8 2.8777 10114 1.167 .0086 6384
3.00 34.31 1.914. 3552 .0277 20.04 4523.9 2.9025 ,959 1.176 .0066 6181
4.00 41.05 1.436 3095 .0153 19.59 5192.5 2.9267 .785 1.184 .0027 5819
%?he base used for enthalpy is given In ref. 8.
%mameter includes energy due to change h composition.
t , , , .
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r - 1.0, ah - 5.743: —t fuel - 14.s3
0.9105 1590 0.00163 — — —
.e6e4 1474 4.015 0.106 ao.3
.e4ie 1ss1 ::%:; 1.089 .785 151.4
.7944 laQ4 00110 1.5a7 1.104 a12. e
.73aa 1160 :00097 2.039 z.aa9 a36.9
6573 109s 0.794 1.336 a57.5
*:$m:g loa5 ::::;: 4.045 1.436 a76.9
936 .ooaa7 7.64e 1.s70 302.6
3:3206 840 .ooae7 19.795 1.721 3s 1.9









a3. z4z -.1S85 1.~8se
a3.36s -.136a 1.ie9a

















a5. s65 -.zzae l.aooo
a3. e2s -.aaes z.~7a9
a4.4e7 -.431s 1.1331
as. sas -.5057 1.1160
a6 .815 -.sa44 1.1046
aa .761 -.0460 1.2396
aa. eo6 -.o16a x.a744
aa. ea3 -.0065 z.a934
aa .876 -.090s ~.aa73
a3. a66 -.as~e 1.1S64
.s011 l17a .00071
I
3.901 1.429 3oo. a
.419s 1110 4.936 1.469 31a.6
3e96 1047 :::::; 6.19e 1.s40 3a3.4
:ss04 9e0 e.lo6 1.593 334.5








.9633 eil .000e7 ae.2e4 1.764 37o.6
735 .00047 5a .145 1.e31 3e4.6
:::;; 666 el. eso 1.e76 393.9
600 :Zu;; la4 .91
:;$::
1.913 401.7
531 .00083 199. a4 1.947 409.0




























4eoo izoi. e 344s.0 ao .544 -.ae7e 1.1734
4400 sla. os S1OB.4 az. oss -.a7ax 1.1675
4000 aao. a9 a778.3 al .676 -.a403 1.1646
3600 e9 .635 a467.3 aa .070 -.1666 1.1690
3aoo 36.4a4 a194. o aa .464 -.1130 1.lea9
3000 a3.76e ao77.3 aa.6oo -.074a
aeoo is.9as
t.aoea
197s.3 aa .687 -.0402
a600 10.864
1.a37a
lees. o aa .741 -.0311 l.assl
a400 7.240 1793.5 az. e14 -.0440
aaoo 4.s70
z.a437
1704.3 aa. ee4 -.oa3e 1.a662
aooo a. 943 16a4.1 aa.9zs -.0071 1.a956
leoo 1.874 1s49.7 aa.9a3 -.0015 1 .313.9










4400 604.93 sae8. s
4000 a60 .94 a9ss. o
5600 99. e>6 a6al. s
3aoo 3e .634 as31. s
a800 16.660 aloe. o
a400 7.6S0 19a9. e
aooo 3.s7s i77a.1
1600 l.>le 16a4.1
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r - 1.038q
4000 355.88 a65a. e aa. ooa -.aost
3600 160. S7 a30a. e aa .468 -.1931
3aoo 64.9oa ax13.7 aa .967 -.1774
3000 39.476 1981.1 a3. ax9 -.159:
aeoo a3 .683 1854.9 a3.4so -.zast
a600 14.427 174a. o a3.63s -.0961
a400 :.::: 161S.0 23.971 -.3102
aaoo 1415.0 a4 .864 -.490!
aooo :6a8 1;:; .: a6. la7 -.s37:
























































738.4 1a3.0S6 -.056ea3.1~9 -.oaz4a3 .18a -.09azas .704 -.3802a4 .664 -.4 asaas.7oz -.3352a6 .401 -.1146a6.5s3 -.oo7aa6 .560 -.0000
II
r . 1.40J
3xa3 ..9 20.936 -.a 991
a77e.9 al. s14 -.a701
a450.7 aa. oeo -.a193
a16a. a aa. ssl -.1334
ao44. a aa .705 -.0773
1946.8 aa .787 -.031a













3.490 1808.a az.773 -.04a4




JI4400 400.04 3401.84000 163.96 304s.75600 :::;:: 2605.45a00 as65.z3800 8.a96 alao.13400 3.663 193a.93000 1.595 177a.51600 .;:; 1624.11200 1483.0900 :06a 1377.9
1800 .876 15s0.0 aa.9a8 -.ooas
1600 .5’s8 1478.1 aa.9a4 -.0003
Laoo .;:; 1s39.9 :3-:;: -.000s

































































































































































.00187 1.003 0.631 iae.:
00147 1.S19 1.o16 a06.1
:00109 a.a8a i.a66 a57.t
00089 3.087 1.363 a77.f
00069 4.la7 i.44a a93.z
:0005s S.364 1..306 >06.z
00067 7.0S9 1.S64 318.c
:00180 23.249 1.664 >3a.4
00195 36.654 1.794 364.t
.oola4 laa.as 1.914 389.1
.00048 345.41 a.000 406.7
000a6 640.54 a.046 416.c





























I.oaz 0. 75.9 157.7
1.576 1.111 a31.9
a. 934 1.346 aaO.3
3.96a i. 43a a98. o
S. 169 1.498 311.9
6.578 1.553 3a3.3
8.377 1.60a 333.4





aaa .60 1.96S 409.0
614.81 a.oz4 419.3
—1 — l—







lS .167 1.701 357.1
a~.19e 2.749 367a
771 a9.4sa z. 79a 376.0
701 ::::;2 4z.7ae 1.031 384.3
5S6 94.615 1.904 >99.6
439 :::::: als .61 1.9S6 410.6
1.79
L497 o.ooasl — — —
L396 .ooalo l.ooa 0.690 143.4
L3a4 1.s43 1.096 aa7. a
L241 :::;:: S. 065 1.s58 aaa.5





ITABLE III . -
CM-4
t ,
Concluded. THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORKANOE
4046 ,
AT ASSIGNED TEMPERAmJRES

































F . 1.78, o/r - Z.am; Wr.mm futi . ‘2S.3B
8s.349 -.0a66 1.ss98
ne .399 -.006s 1.987s
00,409 -.0004 1.3i11
nn .410 -.0004 1.>>s4
09.460 -.0450 1.s733
+
F - *.W c - Q.MIQ w
00.1s1 -.
UO .6*9 -.9>:4 1:;4s:
al. OeO -.1808 1.1660
91.467 -.1876 1.i060
21.760 -.0764 1,0084





aa .000 -.006B 1,a744
Sie’1.s 82.013 -.0005 L, ’a9e3
1s00 ,a93 00>4.0 aa.0i4 -.0006 1, 3190


















It rml - 35,@3
?M!Il%R
—— .--—. .——
1.015 o.Be O 180.1
1,400 1,041 ‘21S.7




16. o54 L,70Q >84.1
38.1X3 1.798 379,5
75.150 1.678 369. S
177,06 1.936 401. S
.— —.- ——-
1.S94 0.563 74.4
1.i64 ~vl$ 100. >
1.930 I.*OI 846.2
>. 503 i. 398 906.8
.:!3:: 1086 .0006> 6,550 1.s46 116.8
889 .00040 19.508 3..68a 340.6
:3954 743 ,00038 85,704 1.760 360,7
889 ,oooav 6S .164 1.040 >78,8
::;:; 468 .Oooae 183,07 1.911 391.7
,bru81- 33.3s
l.s 316 i559 0:::::: —— ——- —-
1.0016 14s7 1.009 0,609 100.8
.8300 1s35 .00107 1,U95 1.006 lPP.6
.6749 1s03 ,00098 a. ’a84 1.ss9 949.8
,5488 1066 .00070 4.16e 1,444 a86.4
,4630 Pa> .000s3 0.133 1,B86 314.’/
.4081 77a .00049 17.400 1.70s 3>8.2
.406e 61$ ,0003s 44.4:8 1.;09 3;::0
0640 .00033 l& ’7,6 a, 3 0
. - s.m~ C/r - 1.914,Lm’+mb l-ml - M.31
3600 x~a.lu 4660.1 19 .99.5 -.1465
3BO0 138. S0 4967.0














:S 607 l;:j 8.806 1.337 9S 6.9
80.743 -.0060 1.8440 .4936 :::::: 6.s18 1.809 089. e
1600 0,729 >369.8 80,754 -.0008 1.a64a .4508 799 ,00046
1900 .710
i8. i07 i.6S0 316.9





1.$169 .84>8 60> .000>8 91.316 1.e68 3s7.7
, . 4.mJ C/f . 1.436; m =$ IU81 - 43.,05
3s00 378.98
‘aeoo




0.8151 14.59 0.001S7 ——- -—. . ——
19.707 -.0406 1.1997 .Toas 1>16 .00100
2400 S9. S3T 4744.0 19,807 -.oi Pe
1.00T 0.789 131.0
Booo
1.8099 .6080 1160 .Oooe E




.5438 1013 m::: e.eo4 1.350 84S. L
19.0.34 -.0007 1.0443 ,.510e 049 6,094 1.533 a77.3
lBOO 1.S06 4109.9 19,862 -.0038 1.8600 .48P7 ;;: .0004S
900 .343 39 S1.9 20.049 -.1161 1,1060 .8an0
17,794 1.697 306,9
.00081 B7 .043 1.016 3s8.5
TABLE IV. - TEEORF7HCAL ROOKET
AND OXIDANT CONTAININ3
PKRFORMANOE AT! AS61GNEZ) PRE6SURE RATIOS FROM 1 TO 8 FOR JP-4 FUEL
70.37 PERCENT FLUORINE AND 29.63 P~CENT OXYGEN BY WEIGHT
~llk-1. .emlm - i-~ .-l-g
[.)o-— UF.mwwm,wwm.iop, wmuo -tinlntm
1.000 600.00 4007 0.0581 s69’a.o 9s. s4 -.100 I.lve 0.069 —-- .— -- .— —-— --—
1.0S0 8no. a4 1996
i
.05 9 BS 84,9 00. ss -.109 i. 296 .06s 5.310 0.0004
L. 040 874.99 5986 .05 8 B67e.0 aB. C16 -.190 1.1v6 .867 9.398
0,109 0.0130 a4. e
L. Boo 800.00 3*O8
,0008 .101 .01>0 34,9
.03S7 9s 17.6 X8.58 -.1OT L.19
L. 47a 407.61 3800 .0>s3 ‘a4a7,8 8a.46 -,,,4 1.19! :::: 1:~:: :::&: ::!! ::::: 1;:::
1.766 339.67 3706 .05i0 83*7.4 SS. B6 -.*8* 2.190
3.s00 a71 .73 3896 .os9n S58S,9 80.69 -.1?
.a49 1.000 . 0001 .675 .01s9 I>o. i
8.000 i80. :o 33~9 ? :::::,0049 8147.3 a3. Oi -.ld
.oies i9t9.0 a>. >4 -.150 1.189
:::2 ::~;~ ::::!: i:::: ;;::: y;::
.739 1.9 8 -.0088 1.S17
, . 1.4, .+/r - 4.1C9, m *1 . l@.m
1.000 600.00 4464 O::j:g 3064.9 S1. ao -.a Ts 1.171 1.306 --— —-—
::::: :!::3f Il:f ,04s4 3::8:: :’””’ -“’” ‘“”” 1“’04 ‘“’a’ “::::;
0.;:: Q::::: ;;::
---- .-—. --—
1.03 .s70 1.170 1,301 8.376
L.aoo 800.00 4>7s .041B s909.6 81.39 -.867 i.i69 i.a B1 1.a81 .0001 :>85
L. 460 411.08 4s75
.0i6’a 00.9
,0>94 8910. P ai.4s -.161 1.168 1.880 1.035 .Ooii .~51 .0149 11s.8
1.75s >49. S0 41e7 ,0377 ae>v. a 81.86 -.06s 1.168 1.*I9 1.000 -.0000 .667 .0146 140.0
U. 190 a74 ,01 4080
4.0~~ L50 .00 3803
,0567 9754.9 81.70 -.s44 1.147 1.170 1.03s -.0013 .78a .0142 164. B
.0s93 2ss9.1 8S.08 -.s10 1.160 L. 047 1.328 -.008a i.ole
7s .00 3490 .!2003 0313, s 90.41 -.16P 1.170
.0131 BIJ.0
.8g0 8.008 -.olli 1.810 .Qlla 088.7.
r - 1.5, d 1 - S.aca, F.r4mt ml-s .n
1.000 600.00 44’79 0.0431 3$ 78.0 80.96 -.876 i. 169 1.387 ---- —-— —- —- -—
L.OSO 688,94 4469 .04B9 3166.6 Oo. P6 -.*78 1.168 1,35A 3.883 O::::; o:~g: 0.0156
1.040 676,90 4460
07.0
.04s7 318U.4 ao .90 -,s76 1.160 1.3s9 *.374
1.800 Soo. oo 4388
:::g:
.0418 >098,8 01.0? -. @71 1.167 1,331 1,a81
>0.0
,0019 u;:
L.4B9 411.36 4a91 .0>00 Sola. e S1. zv -.866 1.166 1,309 1.03s .0009
01.6
.O iso 116.6
1.750 >4S .00 4SOB .0>81 a946.4 81.31 -.058 1.16S 1.s?1 1.000 -.000a :::;
8.188 aT4. a4 41 1
.0147 141,0
8
.0361 S060.3 81.44 -.801 1.188 1,8>0 i.03B -.0018
4,000 lsO .00 se 7
.0143 165.5
0.000
.0300 2640.6 81.80 -,019 1,165 1. Y.01 1.319 -.008
7S .00 35s8 .0019 a410.3 8*.16 -.173 1. 171 .904 8,018 -. O1OA ::::: ::::; :;::;
, - 1.s, q t - 3.W, pn.t m-a .70
i,ooo 600.00 4396 0.04s6 lsas i a 97 Vb i i #i —. -—- --— --— .- —-
l.Oa O 88e. a4 4306 .0406 3BT3:8 a::9a :: :70 1: :2: i: :44 3.Bnn O:ggj; o:~:: 0.01.5s ~:::
1.040 S76.0S 4377 .04B8 3865.8 81.00 -.069 1.168 1.3>e 8.>73
1.s00 600.00 4307
.0151
.0417 3807.1 Q1 .09 -.B63 1.170 1.897 1.251 .00s1 :;;: .0149













1.761 340.81 >6s1 .0SE8 39aa.9 aO .63 -.L37 I. *81 .8P> 1.000 ,0001 W:
Z.aol a~n.de >nlm .00S6 3846.6 ‘20.79 -.la T i.1e4 .851 1.031 -.0011
4.000 lsO .00 >*a6 .0%74 3684.3 80.99 -.100 1.1P3
e. 000 76.00 9*OI
.781 1.315 -.0046 1.010
.0095 3453.6 S1.1O -.066 I. #on
.00s0





TABLE IV. - Continued. T50FWCIOAL RCKKEI! PERMRW+NCE AT AS9113NED PRESSURB RATIos FROM 1 To 8 FOR
JP-4 ~ AND OXIDANT CONT~ 70.37 PEROENT FLUORINE AND 29.63 PER- OXYQEN BY WEIGHT
~.,. .qwi.. w ,-W,O =1.]
(b) Otitlm—m P.-M*UM, m Pm Par - m ahsoluti
Rvm- tipmre, ‘hm- Tc&y Mplm H@&.
*elm
Ru-bial 185- 3.X. +.> q;::” %&- %&%J-2;&
mtio, WA in E; =9C0& @&. Weipb %+, ~ ~,
~d@ (%+$ M+,
% (-H-a+ (%%’).Aii @-+? “ (’)+ ~
r . 1.Q3, @/f . 6,74 s, pu.amt 13a#3..l 4..s3
1.000 300.00 3910 0.0366 959S.0 Ss. lo -. Boa 1.190 0.94!4 —-— ....— ....-— ...— —.-—
1,090 994.11 3900
1.040 S88 .47 >890
.0366 9886.0 Sa, la -.BOl 1.190 9s3 3,304 0::::: 0 :*3; 0.0134 84.6
.035s ‘aS?o. u 9s.13 -.000 3..190
1.s00 S60 .00 3’617
:99s 9.300 .0134 34.6
.0345 95s8.8 a’a.81 -.199 1.109 .914 1.s66 .0017 .s07
1.469 S04, S0 3716
.013B 74.1
.0331 0460.8 Qa.33 -.3.96 1.188 .906 1.034 .0008 .558 ,Olas io6. e
1.76> i70. i6 S6Q0 .03i8 0403, .4 aB.44 -.3.94 i.i86 ,900 1.000 -.0000 .673
L1. a04 136.13 35s3
.01a6 188.8
030s 8S 30.9 ‘?0.86 -.191 1.184 .094 1.031 -.o oil




,: 13: 1.319 -.00>6 3..0s0 .011.3 195.9
-,0076 1.BIE .QIQE 83>.Q
r - 1.281 c( r - 4.lm 8, P5WMt ruol-1 7.87
1.000 300.00 4s38 0.0411 089s.9 91.45 -.s68 3..171 1,931
1.0s0 994.11 4Ba B
—- —---- —--- —---- .—.
1.040 000.4’7 4s19
04i0 9886.1 81.47 -.a64 3..170 1.s40 3.907 o:::~g O::?: 0.0159
;0408 0878. S B1 .48 -,863 1.170 1,044 9.376
96.0
1.800 0.30.00 4*6O 0398 S1883.3 01. s7
.0158 36.6
-,860 1.170 l,a 3.8 l.as B
:0578 a749.1 01.70
.00s8
L. 461 80s .38 4066
.386 .0149 70.4
-.849 1,170 1,180 1.034 .0009 .8SB .0146 lla.3
1.763 171.11 397i 036i 9680. X al.81
-.B40 i.i?o 1.144 1,000 -.0001
:0341 e60u.8 al .96 -.051 1.i7L 1.098 1,05s -.00i3
.667
0.198 i36 .08 3860
.0148 135.7
4.000 ;6 .00 3:96
.703
0S03 8401.1 aa. a9 -,,198 1.174
.01>8 159. S
QOO 7.$0
.969 1,3s5 -.oo5i i.oio
:0007 9190.1 z8.66 -.158 1.i88 .8s4 1.997
.01s? ao7. i
-.0090 i.8i7 .01i4 S47. S
r - 1.40J cdr - 4.10 al Pmmt funl.1 8.6C
1.000 300.00 4339 0.0437 3064,9 ai. o~ -.s9s 1.164 i. 449 ---—
z.oao a94. ii 43U>
..— .-— --— ---—
1.040 S80 ,47 4>i4
0456 3056,6 ai. os -.s94 1.164 1.446 3.879 O::::; o:?;; o:g~:g
:0434 3048.9 al.06 -.09s i.i64 1.443 a.37i
a6.6
l.eoo S80 .00 4847
17.3
,040S sc’91, a 81.16 -.aa9 i. 163 1.480 i. aso
1.466 Q06 .99 4159
.Ooai .38s . 0157
,0407 U916. O !61. s8 -.ae~ i. %68 1 .33.8 1.0s6 ,0010
80.1
.649 . 03.54 114.0
1,748 i7i .66 407B 0390 B845, i Bi .40
Z. 184 137.33 3980
-.976 1.161 1,>55 i. 000 -,oooi
:0369 a76i.9 81.54
.664 . Oisi lse. s
-.aoe 1.160 1,318 1.03s -,00L3
$.000
.780
75.00 37@s .0318 8540.9 81.91 -.
.0i47 i6E.4
838 1.161 3..173 1.338 -.0046 i.ole
3,000 3436 .0 C!87 a3a.5.8 aa.89 -.i90 1.167
.0i37 ‘211.9
.970 a,o.ao -.0009 l.ai.o .01a4 8S 3.6
r - 1.59) / f - s,.82?, gmwnb l-ml-w .7i
1.000 300.00 4346 0.0439 3176.0 nO.7e -.301 1,i6a 1.50? —-— —--— —--- —-. —-- —--
L.OBO a94. il 4s37 0430 s 166.8 ‘ao .79
L. 040 988.47 4388
-.300 i.i62 1.S04 3.977 O:::;: 0:;;; 0.0161
:0436 3 1S8.7 QO. B1 -.a99 i.i6B i.50 Q 9.369
S6.7
L.aoo eso. oo 496s
.0160
.04a8 3 ioo. a 90.90 -.
37.6
L. 455 a06. .t6 4176
896 1.16i 1.40i 1.949 .00s0 .384 .0150 Bo.7
.0409 3 oa3.0 ‘?1.03 -.a90 1.160 i. 450 1.036 .0009 .548 .0165 116.0
1.746 17i .00 4095 ,,0394 8 esa. o al. i6 -.ses i. if is 1,418 1.000 .0000 .664
a.i03 137.44 3998
.otsa 139.3




os ia a 6s0.4 !41 .65 -.947 1.168 1.836 1.334 -.0046 1.018
37.80 3465 :0943 ‘44a3.2 sa .04 -,ooi i. 160 3.,04s 9.006 -,0096 i.a29
.01>8 ‘613.6
.01B6 a55,8
, - l.m, / r .3.686 , pu.wlb mal - 22 7s
1.000 300.00 4967 0.0448 3 aaa. z 00.80 - .095 1.164 1,479 -—-
1.OBO a94. ii 4ssa
-— ... .
.0441 3 9’7 4.0 aO .01
— ---—
-.s95 1.164 1.475 3.a76 O:::;: O:;;; 0.0i57
1.040 a88 .47 4049 .0439 3 a66.1 ao. ea
96.5
-,a94 1.164 1.471 a,369
L. BOO auo. oo 4165
.0157
.0427 3 U08,6 aO.9i -.090 1.163 1.443 i,a49 ,0096
37.3
1.4S5 906. S0 4099
.384 .Oi S4
,0400 3 i33. i al .04 -,a8a i.i6i 1.412 i. 036
79,9
.0013 .548 .0161 1iJ,9
1.746 i7i. e3 40Q0 .0388 3 063.3 ai. is -.s74 1.i69 1,390 i. 000 -.0000
1.280 i37 .46 39S6
.663
.0363 a 900,3 al. s9
.0i48 138.0
-.S64 i. 166 i. 367 1.033 -.0018
1.000 78,00 3691
.779 .0144 168.0
.oase a 766,9 ai.6i
B. 000
-.s38 1.14S 1.300 i. 341 -.0060 1.010
>7, S0 3431 .0s31 a 641.7 al .95 -.
.01% al l.?
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Figlme 3. - Theoretical ratio of nozzle aea to throat area
for JP4 fuel with oxidant containing 70.37 percent liquid
fluorine and Z3.63 percent liquid ~gen by weight. Equl-
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Figure 3.
- Concluded. !l’heoretlcalratio of nozzle area to throat area for
JP-4 fuel with oxidant containing 70.37 percent liquld fluorine and 29.63
percent liquid oxygen by weight. Equilibrium composition during isen-
tropic expansion to pressure ratfo Indicated.
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Figure 4.”- !lheoreticti-coefficientof thrustfor Jl?-4fuel with
ccddantcontaining70:37.pswent liquidfluoriueand 29.63
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(b) Combustion-chamber pressure, 300 pounds per square Inch absolute.
Figure 4. - Concluded. ~eoretlcal coefficient of thrmt for JP-4 fuel with
otidant containing 70.37 percent liquid fluorine and 29.63 percent liquid
omen by weight. Equilibrium composition during isentropic expansion to
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Figure 5. - Theoretical molecular weight for ZP-4 fuel with oxi-
dant containing 70.37 percent liquid fluorine and 29.63 percent
liquid oxygenby weight. Equilibrium composition during isen-
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velocity expnent nc* for use in equation c* = ~1 — .
C,l
Z&4 fuel with oxidsnt containing 70.37 percent Uquld fluorine
and 29.63 percent liquid OXygell@f Height j eq~~um Covsitfon
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Figure 7. - Comparisonof theoreticalspecificimpulsefisuming
frozen and equilibriumcompositionsfor JB4 fuel with oxidant
containing70.37 percent liquid fluorineand 29.63percent
liquid oxygenby weight. Combustion-chamberpressure,600
pounds per square inch absolute;isentropicexpansionto 1
atmosphere.
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Figure 8. - Variation of theoretical specflic heat
and isentroptc exponent with temperature for both .
frozen and equilibrium compositions. Isentropic
expamion; combustion-chauiberpressure, 600 punas
per square inch absolute; st oichi~tric e quiva-
lence ratio for JW4 fuel with midant containing
70.37 psrcent liquid fluorine and 23.63 percent
liquid o~gen by weight.
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Figure 9. - Comparison of theoretical specific impu18e for several propellants
having ssme atom ratios but different heat contents. C.cmibuation-tier
pressure, 600 pounds per square inch absolute; equilibrium composition dur-
ing isentropic expansion to 1 atmsphere. Data forozone-fluorinemixture
and oxygen btfluoride as oxidants esttited by means of equation (25).
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